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S11 Installation Instructions - Form 98035

JOINING WITH HARNESS

INSTALLATION DIRECTIONS S11

1. Prepare architectural cove that is at least
7.25″ wide and 2.6″ deep. Paint interior of
cove matte white.

2. Lay fixtures in cove with flat edge of fixture
against the wall of cove. Standard feed is on
back, 4.5″ from end of fixture.

3. JOINING - to join, pull wiring out of
Starter and Joiner fixture and make electri-
cal connections. Push wires back into either
Starter or Joiner fixture and attach ground-
ing clip (included) to hold fixtures so the
endcaps are tightly together. Repeat for
remaining Joiner fixtures.

4. JOINING WITH CORNER HARNESS -
attach corner harness to one knockout hole
in fixture end. Make electrical connections.
Extend corner harness around corner and
repeat on opposite end.

5. MOUNTING - Drive 2 screws securely for
each 4′ cove section. (Screws and backing as
appropriate by contractor.)

6. ELECTRICAL - Use additional knockouts
on top or ends and reposition feed wire as
needed. Make electrical connection.

NOTE — All power connections to be
installed to local/national codes 
by a Certified Electrician.
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MOUNT TO COVE MAKE ELECTRICAL CONNECTION

PREPARE ARCHITECTURAL COVE J-BOX  AND FEED POSITION JOIN FIXTURES

Connect wires
at one end of
optional harness
to Joiner fixture.
Push wires into
fixture and
secure flex to
knockout
opening.

Extend harness
to opposite end
and repeat.

Secure each 4′ fixture to architectural cove with
2 screws (backing as appropriate).

Attach grounding clip between fixtures.

Reposition feed as needed through knockouts
provided. Make electrical connection. 
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